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Abstract: This paper presents the concept of a fault detection system covering detection, diagnosis, and prognosis associ-

ated with them. To this aim procedures of data analysis and exploration, based on the nonparametric method of kernel es-

timators were applied. This method allows the useful characterization of probability distributions without arbitrary as-

sumptions regarding their membership to a fixed class. The investigated system was proved to be effective with respect to 

both abrupt as well as slowly progressing symptoms of arising anomalies. This work has been aimed at the problem of 
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used for a wide range of tasks, also outside of engineering. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 The problem of fault detection and diagnosis has lately 

become one of the most important challenges in modern con-

trol engineering. Early discovery of anomalies appearing in a 

controlled system, from an industrial robot to a nuclear reac-

tor, most often allows serious incidents and even catastro-

phes to be avoided, which could save material damage, or 

even loss of human life. Secondly, identification of kind and 

location of these anomalies is of fundamental relevance, es-

pecially when supervising large systems like complex 

chemical installations, as well as modern ships and airplanes. 

The importance of the above actions is multiplied by a psy-

chological factor expressed by an increased feeling of safety, 

as well as – for the producer – prestige and commercial repu-

tation. Finally, economic reasons often translate into a sig-

nificant decrease in running costs, above all by ensuring 

proper technological conditions as well as rationalizing 

overhauls and reducing repairs. 

 Among the many different procedures used with this aim, 

the most universal are statistical methods. These very often 

consist of generating a certain group of variables that charac-

terize the technical state of the device (i.e. its working condi-

tion), and then making a statistical inference based on their 

current values, as to whether or not the device functions cor-

rectly, and in the event of a negative response, as to the na-

ture of the anomaly appearing. For general concepts and use-

ful details see the books [1-3]. 
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 This paper presents the concept of a fault detection sys-

tem covering: 

– detection, so discovery of the existence of potential 

anomalies in the technical state of a device under su-

pervision; 

– diagnosis, that is identification of these anomalies; 

– prognosis, i.e. warning of the threat of their occur-

rence in the near future, together with anticipated 

classification. 

 The mathematical apparatus will be based on statistical 

inference, mainly kernel estimators methodology. Kernel 

estimators, whose development is directly related to the cur-

rent expansion of computer technology, make up the leading 

method of nonparametric estimation for applicational pur-

poses. The main goal here constitutes the calculation of vari-

ous characteristics of probability distributions without arbi-

trary assumptions concerning their membership to a fixed 

class. First, Section 2.1 describes the basics of the methodol-

ogy of statistical kernel estimators, and next Section 2.2 pre-

sents possible applications to fundamental problems of data 

analysis and exploration. In the concept dealt with here, ker-

nel estimators will be applied to tasks of recognition of 

atypical elements (outliers), clustering and classification. It 

is worth noting that use of a single methodology for all in-

vestigated tasks significantly simplifies the process of syn-

thesis of a fault detection system being worked upon. Conse-

quently, Section 3, where the fault detection system designed 

here is described, will consist mainly of references to earlier 

material, and integrate them into one coherent idea. And 

finally, Section 4 presents results of experimental verifica-

tion of the investigated concept and final suggestions. 

 The following text also contains material of research in 

the field of kernel estimators carried out together with Mal-
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gorzata Charytanowicz, Karina Daniel, Piotr A. Kowalski, 

Szymon Lukasik, Aleksander Mazgaj, Cyprian Prochot, and 

Jacek Waglowski, in particular contained in the publication 

[4]. Many applicational aspects can also be found in the 

works [5, 6]. The preliminary version of this paper was pre-

sented as [7]. 

2. KERNEL ESTIMATORS 

2.1. Methodology 

 Let the n-dimensional random variable  X : R
n
, with 

a distribution having the density f, be given. Its kernel esti-

mator 
 
f̂   :  Rn [0, )  is calculated on the basis of the  

m-elements simple random sample x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xm , experi-

mentally obtained from the variable X, and is defined in its 

basic form by 

f̂ (x) =
1

mhn
K

x xi
hi=1

m

,       (1) 

where the measurable function 
 
K  :  Rn [0, ) , symmetri-

cal with respect to zero and having a weak global maximum 

in this point, fulfils the condition 
 

K(x) dx = 1
R
n

 and is 

called a kernel, whereas the positive coefficient h is referred 

to as a smoothing parameter. It is worth noting that a kernel 

estimator allows the identification of density for practically 

every distribution, without any assumptions concerning its 

membership to a fixed class. Atypical, complex distributions, 

also multimodal, are regarded here as textbook unimodal. In 

the multidimensional case this enables, among others, the 

discovery of total dependences between particular coordi-

nates of the random variable under investigation. 

 Setting the quantities introduced in definition (1), i.e. 

choice of the form of the kernel K as well as calculation of 

the value for the smoothing parameter h, is most often car-

ried out according to the criterion of minimum of an inte-

grated mean-square error. Broader discussion and practical 

algorithms are found in the books [8-10] 
1
. In particular, the 

choice of the kernel form has no practical meaning and 

thanks to this it is possible to first take into account proper-

ties of the estimator obtained (e.g. its class of regularity, 

boundary of a support, etc.) or aspects of calculations, ad-

vantageous from the point of view of the applicational prob-

lem under consideration. Practical applications may also use 

additional procedures, some generally improving the quality 

of the estimator, and others – optional – possibly fitting the 

model to an existing reality. For the first group one should 

recommend the modification of the smoothing parameter  

[8 – Section 3.1.6; 9 – Section 5.3.1] and a linear transforma-

tion [8 – Section 3.1.4; 9 – Section 4.2.1], while for the sec-

ond, the boundaries of a support [8 – Section 3.1.8; 9 – Sec-

tion 2.10]. It is worth mentioning also the possibility of ap-

plying data condensation and dimensionality reduction pro-

                                                
1 For calculating a smoothing parameter one can especially recommend the 

plug-in method in the one-dimensional case [8 – Section 3.1.5; 10 – Section 

3.6.1], as well as the cross-validation method [8 – Section 3.1.5; 9 – Section 

3.4.3] in the multidimensional. Comments for the choice of a kernel may 

best be found in [8 – Section 3.1.3; 10 – Sections 2.7 and 4.5]. 

cedures – original and useful algorithms can be found e.g. in 

the book [11 – Sections 2.5 and 3.4]. 

 Kernel estimators allow modeling of the distribution den-

sity – a basic functional characteristic of random variables. 

Consequently this is fundamental in obtaining other func-

tional characteristics and parameters. For example, if in a 

one-dimensional case the kernel K is such chosen that its 

primitive function I(x) = K(y) dy
x

 may be analytically 

obtained, then the estimator of the distribution function 

F̂(x) =
1

m
I
x xi
hi=1

m

       (2) 

can be easily calculated. Next, if the kernel K has positive 

values, the solution for the equation 

F̂(x) = r          (3) 

constitutes the kernel estimator of quantile of the order 

r (0,1) , denoted below as q̂ . For details and proofs of 

strong consistencies see the publications [8 – Section 3.2.2; 

12]. 

2.2. Use for Data Analysis and Exploration 

 The application of kernel estimators for basic tasks of 

data analysis and exploration will be considered in this sec-

tion, as subsequently will the recognition of atypical ele-

ments (outliers), clustering and classification. In all three 

cases the n-dimensional random variable  X : R
n
 will be 

considered. 

 First, in many problems of data analysis the task of rec-

ognizing atypical elements (outliers) – those which differ 

greatly from the general population – arises. This enables the 

elimination of such elements from the available set of data, 

which increases its homogeneity (uniformity), and facilitates 

analysis, especially in complex and unusual cases. In prac-

tice, the recognition process for outliers is most often carried 

out using procedures of statistical hypotheses testing [13]. 

The significance test based on the kernel estimators method-

ology will now be described [14]. 

 Let therefore the random sample x1 , 
 
x2 ,…, xm  treated as 

representative, therefore including a set of elements as typi-

cal as possible, be given. Furthermore, let r (0,1)  denote 

an assumed significance level. The hypothesis that   x R
n

 is 

a typical element will be tested against the hypothesis that it 

is not, and therefore should be treated as an outlier. The sta-

tistic 
 
S :Rn [0, ) , used here, can be defined by 

 
S(x) = f̂ (x) ,         (4) 

where f̂  denotes a kernel estimator of density, obtained for 

the random sample x1 , 
 
x2 ,…, xm  mentioned above, while 

the critical set  A R  takes the left-sided form 

A = ( , q̂] ,         (5) 
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when q̂  constitutes the kernel estimator of quantile of the 

order r, calculated for the sample f̂ (x1 ) , 
 
f̂ (x2 ),… , f̂ (xm ) , 

with the assumption that a random variable support is 

bounded to nonnegative numbers. 

 Secondly, the aim of clustering is the division of a data 

set – for example given in the form of the random sample 

x1 , 
 
x2 ,…, xm  – into subgroups (clusters), with every one 

including elements “similar” to each other, but with signifi-

cant differences between particular subgroups [15, 16]. In 

practice this often allows the decomposition of a large data 

set with differing characteristics of elements into subsets 

containing elements of similar properties, which considera-

bly facilitates further analysis, or even makes it possible at 

all. The following clustering procedure based on kernel es-

timators, taking advantage of the gradient methods concept 

[17] will be presented now. 

 Here the natural assumption is made that clusters are as-

sociated with modes – local maximums of the density kernel 

estimator f̂ , calculated for the considered random sample 

x1 , 
 
x2 ,…, xm . Within this procedure, particular elements are 

moved in a direction defined by a gradient, according to the 

following iterative algorithm: 

x j
0
= x j  for j = 1,  2,  ... ,  m       (6) 

x j
k+1

= x j
k
+ b

f̂ (x j
k )

f̂ (x j
k )

 for j = 1,  2,  ... ,  m  and k = 0,  1,  ... ,  (7) 

where b > 0  and  denotes a gradient. Thanks to the proper 

choice of form of the kernel K, a suitable analytical formula 

for the gradient  becomes possible. In practice the value 

b = h2 (n + 2)  may be used. 

 As a result of the following iterative steps, the elements 

of the random sample move successively, focusing more and 

more clearly on a certain number of clusters. They can be 

defined after completing the k* -th step, where k*  means the 

smallest number k  such that 

Dk Dk 1 c D0 ,          (8) 

where c > 0 , and D0 = d(xi , x j )j=i+1

m

i=1

m
 as well as 

Dk = d(xi
k , x j

k )
j=i+1

m

i=1

m
 and analogously Dk 1 , i.e. they 

are the sums of the distances between particular elements of 

the random sample under consideration before the beginning 

of algorithm (6)-(7) and having performed the k-th and 

( 1k )-th step, respectively. For practical purposes 

c = 0.001  may be used. Thus, after the k* -th step, one 

should calculate the kernel estimator for mutual distances of 

the elements x1
k* , 

 
x2
k* ,…, xm

k*  (under the assumption of 

nonnegative support of the random variable), and next, the 

value can be found where this estimator takes on the local 

minimum for the smallest value of its argument, omitting a 

possible minimum in zero. Finally, particular clusters are 

assigned those elements, whose distance to at least one of the 

others is not greater than the above value. 

 Thanks to the possibility of change in the smoothing pa-

rameter value, it becomes possible to affect the range of a 

number of obtained clusters, albeit without arbitrary assump-

tions concerning the strict value of this number, which al-

lows it to be suited to a true data structure. Moreover, possi-

ble changes in intensity of the smoothing parameter modifi-

cation procedure enable influence on the proportion of clus-

ters located in dense areas of random sample elements to the 

number of clusters on the “tails” of the distribution. For a 

detailed description of the above procedure see the publica-

tions [18, 19]. 

 Thirdly, the application of kernel estimators in a classifi-

cation task is considered. Let the number 
 
J N \ {0,1}  be 

given. Assume also, that the available random sample x1 , 

 
x2 ,…, xm  has been divided into 

 
J N \ {0,1}  nonempty and 

separate subsets { x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xm1
}, { x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xm2

},..., 

{ x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xmJ
}, while mjj=1

J
= m , representing classes 

with features as mutually different as possible. The classifi-

cation task requires deciding into which of them the given 

element   x R
n

 should be reckoned [15, 16]. 

 The kernel estimators methodology provides a natural 

mathematical tool for solving the above problem in the op-

timal – in the sense of minimum for expectation of losses – 

Bayes approach. Let thus f̂1 , f̂2 ,  ... ,  f̂J  denote kernel esti-

mators of density calculated for the subsets { x1 , 

x2 ,  ... ,  xm1
}, { x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xm2

},..., { x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xmJ
}, re-

spectively, treated here as samples. If the sizes m1 , 

 
m2 ,…,mJ  are proportional to the “frequency” of appearance 

of elements from particular classes, the considered element 

x
~  should be reckoned into the class for which the value 

 
m1 f̂1(x) , 

 
m2 f̂2 (x),  ... ,  mJ f̂J (x)       (9) 

is the greatest. 

3. FAULT DETECTION SYSTEM 

 The procedures presented in the previous section, for 

recognition of atypical elements (outliers), clustering and 

classification, based on kernel estimators, provide a com-

plete and methodologically consistent mathematical tool to 

design an effective fault detection system for dynamical sys-

tems, covering detection, diagnosis, and also prognosis asso-

ciated with them. 

 Assume that the technical state of a device under supervi-

sion may be characterized by a finite number of quantities 

measurable in real-time. These will be denoted in the form of 

the vector  x R
n

, called a symptom vector. One can inter-

pret this name noting that symptoms of any occurring 

anomalies should find the appropriate reflection in the fea-

tures of a such-defined vector. More strictly, it is required 

that both correct functioning conditions and any type of di-

agnosed fault are connected with the most different sets of 
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values and/or dissimilar relations between coordinates of the 

above vector as possible. 

 Assume also the availability of a fixed set of values of 

the symptom vector, representative for correct functioning 

conditions of a supervised device 

x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xm0
,      (10) 

as well as the set 

x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xM ,      (11) 

characteristic in the case of occurrence of anomalies. From 

the point of view of transparency of the designed fault detec-

tion system, in particular its function of diagnosis, it is worth 

dividing set (11) into 
 
J N \ {0,1}  the most possibly differ-

ent – in the sense of the values of particular coordinates of 

the symptom vector and/or relations between them – subsets 

assigned to the previously assumed types of diagnosed 

faults: 

x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xm1
      (12) 

x1 , x2 ,  ... ,  xm2
      (13) 

  

1
x , x2 ,  ... ,  xmJ

,      (14) 

while mjj=1

J
= M . Where there is no such division, one 

can automatically divide set (11) into subsets (12)-(14) using 

the clustering algorithm presented in Section 2.2, although 

this then often requires laborious interpretation concerning 

each of them. 

 Fault detection will first be considered. With this aim the 

procedure for the recognition of atypical elements, described 

at the beginning of Section 2.2, can be applied. Assume 

therefore that the random sample x1 , 
 
x2 ,…, xm  considered 

there, including elements treated as typical, constitutes set 

(10) representing the correct functioning conditions for a 

supervised device, while  x  denotes its current state. Apply-

ing the above procedure for the recognition of atypical ele-

ments, one can confirm if the present conditions should be 

regarded as typical or rather not, thus showing the appear-

ance of anomalies. 

 For fault diagnosis, if one already is in possession of 

samples (12)-(14) characterizing particular types of faults 

being diagnosed, then after the above described detection of 

anomalies, one can – applying directly the procedure for 

Bayes classification presented at the end of Section 2.2 – 

infer which of them is being dealt with. Note that the range 

of faults which can be discovered by detection, may signifi-

cantly exceed all types of faults assumed to be diagnosed. 

 Finally, if subsequent values of the symptom vector, ob-

tained successively during the supervising process, are avail-

able, then it is possible to realize fault prognosis. It can be 

carried out by separate forecasts of values of the function f̂  

given by dependence (4) and m1 f̂1 , m2 f̂2 ,  ... ,  mJ f̂J  to be 

seen in formula (9), and inferences based on these forecasts 

for detection and diagnosis, according to guidelines pre-

sented in the previous two paragraphs. To calculate the val-

ues of forecasts of the functions f̂ , f̂1 , f̂1, ... ,f̂J  it is rec-

ommended to use the classical linear regression method 

separately, though in a version enabling easy updating of a 

model during successive collection of subsequent current 

values of the symptom vector. Appropriate formulas are 

found in the books [20 – Chapter 3 and additionally Chapter 

4; 3 – Chapter 4]. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION AND FINAL 
SUGGESTIONS 

 The proper operation of the fault detection system inves-

tigated in this paper has been verified experimentally, on the 

basis of an example which is simple yet useful in illustrative 

interpretation. The supervised object was a mechanical sys-

tem with dynamics modeled by the differential inclusion 

 
y(t) H (y(t)) + u(t) ,     (15) 

where y expresses the position of the object, u is a control 

with values limited to the interval [ 1,1] , and the function 

H, characterizing resistance to motion, is piecewise continu-

ous and additionally multivalued at the points of discontinu-

ity (particularly at zero it can represent phenomena con-

nected with static friction). In the event of no resistance to 

motion, i.e. when H 0 , inclusion (15) is reduced to a dif-

ferential equation 
 
y(t) = u(t)  expressing Newton’s second 

law of dynamics. The above task constitutes therefore a 

problem of fundamental importance in the control of indus-

trial manipulators and robots. Object (15) was subjected to a 

robust time-optimal control, which took on the values +1  or 

1 , depending on where among the distinguished sets the 

system state was located; for details see the papers [21, 22]. 

 The symptom vector was assumed in the following form 

of the 3-dimensional vector, which for any fixed moment t 

can be described in the following form: 

 

x(t) =

u(t)

H (y(t))

y(t)

,      (16) 

and therefore its coordinates designate the absolute values of 

control, resistance to motion, and velocity, respectively. Di-

agnosis consisted of recognizing two types of faults. The 

first was assumed to be the reduction of maximum absolute 

value of the admissible control, which in practice indicates 

anomalies in the drive system. The second type of diagnosed 

fault was taken to be an increase in resistance to motion 

(whose values are strongly dependent on velocity) – in prac-

tice this would indicate that the displacement mechanisms 

are malfunctioning. Thus the first type of fault to be diag-

nosed entailed recognizing changes in the value of a single 

coordinate of the symptom vector, while the second involved 

the relations among particular coordinates. 

 The results of these experiments positively verified the 

concept presented in this paper and confirmed the proper 

functioning of the statistical inference system designed here. 
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In cases where the symptoms appeared abruptly, the anoma-

lies of the device were promptly discovered and correctly 

recognized within the scope of detection and diagnosis. If, 

on the other hand, the fault was accompanied by a slow pro-

gression of symptoms, it was forecast with a correct indica-

tion of the type of fault about to occur (scope of prognosis), 

and later it was also discovered and identified in detection 

and diagnosis. One should underline that fault prognosis, still 

rare in practical applications, proved to be highly effective in 

the case of slowly progressing symptoms, discovering and 

identifying anomalies before the object’s characteristics 

moved beyond the range for correct conditions for a sys-

tem’s functioning, thanks to the proper recognition of the 

change in the trend of values of the symptom vector, which 

indicates an adverse direction of its evolution. 

 The concept of the fault detection system presented in 

this paper is universal and complete from a methodological 

point of view. However, the specifics of each problem allow 

a designed fault detection system to be especially suited to 

its conditioning. As an example, for purposes of fault diag-

nosis proposed above, one can suggest to limit the dimension 

of the symptom vector, for the purposes of individual diag-

nosed types, to only those coordinates which are of essential 

significance for the recognition of the given type of fault – in 

the above task to |u(t)|  for examination of the drive system 

(the first type of diagnosed faults), and to 
 
|H (y(t))| , 

 
| y(t)|  

for displacement mechanisms (the second one). 

 The above research applied the normal kernel 

K(x) =
1

(2 )n/2
e xTx/2

,     (17) 

as this is differentiable and assumes positive values in its 

whole domain. Unfortunately it does not possess a primitive 

function and that is why, to calculate the kernel estimator of 

quantile, the one-dimensional Cauchy kernel 

K(x) =
2

(x2 +1)2
      (18) 

was used; its primitive function can be given in the analytical 

form 

I(x) =
1 x

x2 +1
+ arctg(x) +

2
.    (19) 

Kernels (17)-(18) can be recommended for the majority of 

practical applications. 
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